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M
any people might be sur-
prised to see their presi-
dent piloting a hang
glider, scuba diving, or
riding an absurdly large

Harley Davidson at a leather clad
motorcycle gang rally. For Russians,
however, this is an important signal
of normalcy.

In what has become a late summer
ritual every year, Vladimir Putin
takes to the Siberian Taiga, Arctic
Sea, the central Asian steppes or some
other wilderness backdrop for his
annual televised action man adven-
ture. Mr Putin’s back-to-nature photo
opportunities are carefully designed
to portray the 60-year-old ruler as
young, fit, outdoorsy and in charge.

So, on September 5, the public took
it in its stride when Mr Putin, clad in
a billowing white coverall and bul-

bous crash helmet, took to the cockpit
of a hang glider in order to lead a
flock of endangered cranes to new
nesting places in the arctic Yamal
Peninsula.

The stunt not only provided an awk-
wardly executed metaphor of pater-
nalistic rule (only two of 15 cranes
flew with Mr Putin to the new nesting
ground on the first flight), but also
was seemingly designed to send an
important signal. In the wake of the
social upheaval of the past year, the
birth of a protest movement and sink-
ing approval ratings, nothing has
changed. Mr Putin is still Mr Putin,
and the Kremlin sees no compelling
reason to change its 12-year-old sys-
tem of managing political life and
public opinion.

“The only cranes that didn’t fly
were the weak ones,” he told a news

conference with characteristic bra-
vado. “Sometimes the leader acceler-
ates at such a fast clip that not all can
keep up.”

The president has good reason for
confidence. Less than a year ago,
when protests over rigged elections
filled Moscow streets with chanting
demonstrators, the Russian state
seemed to wobble. A newly embold-
ened urban middle class took to the
streets, demanding new freedoms and

an end to authoritarian rule.
But predictions that Mr Putin’s

third term would descend into crisis
have proved wrong, or at least, prema-
ture. Today, he is firmly in control,
having won re-election, and is show-
ing his opponents that he will not go
down without a fight. Rather than
reform in a sop to opponents, he has
challenged them by tightening the
screws of an increasingly authoritar-
ian system even further.

The rubber stamp parliament, for
example, is busy passing repressive
laws designed to discredit and ham-
string opposition. A recent law makes
libel a criminal offence, for example,
while another law passed in July put
in place the legal and technological
foundations to censor the internet.

Kremlin forces are selectively pick-
ing off opponents – punk band Pussy

Riot felt the sharp end of an authori-
tarian regime when in August three
members were sentenced to two years
in prison after performing an anti-
Putin song in Moscow’s Christ the
Saviour Cathedral. In September, Gen-
nady Gudkov, an opposition parlia-
mentary deputy, was stripped of his
seat in the Duma and his immunity
from prosecution in a move orches-
trated by the Kremlin. In both cases,
the opposition has blustered impo-
tently, but has been shown to be inca-
pable of taking on the Kremlin’s
might.

“The regime is making it clear that
they have a near infinite ability to
stick it to almost anyone in Russia
and get away with it,” says Andrew
Weiss, director of the Center for Rus-
sia and Eurasia at the US-based Rand
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political reformunderDmitryMedvedev was
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The rubber stamp
parliament is busy passing
repressive laws
to discredit opponents
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